FrantiSek Neuman ON N-DIMENSIONAL CLOSED CURVES AND PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE N-TH ORDER
1. Problem. From the theory of linear differential equations of the form it is known [4] that if there exists an integer k > 0 such that the differences between any zero t and the k-th successive zero t^. on the right of t of any solution of (1) are always the same, then (1) has only periodic solutions,and vice versa for suitable k.
Theorems 3 and 4 of this paper generalize the result for linear differential equations of the n-th order y" = q(t)y, qe 0°(-H or C°(a,o°)
Ln(y) -y (n) + a^itjy^ + + an_2 (^yin~2,+ '" + a o (t >y = 0 or (2*) Ii*(y) -y (n) + an_2(t)y (n -2, + .. The method wi]jl be based on studying curves in an n-dimensional space and the corresponding theorems(1 and 2) for curves seem to be interesting for themselves, not only as having applications in differential equations.
This geometrical approach to linear differential equations of the 2 n<^ order was used in [5] and for the n-th order equations in [6] and [7] . Connections between closed curves and periodic solutions of (2) Since at least one u^(t) ^ 0 for every teini^ and u^ is at least continuous (m = 0), we have f(t) = eVFft), where £ is constantly either 1 or -1 on I H Id#
We have seen that f is uniquely determined, f(t) = = eVP(tj e C m (IAld) , fit) ^ 0 on Putting G(t) ^ d S ln|f(t)| e C m (I 0Id), we have G( t) u^(t + d) = £ «e v .u^tt) on ini^ for every i=1,...,n or (4) u(t + d) = e.e G(t) .a(t).
Let g be a solution of the class C m (I) of the equation The proof of existence of such a solution {in fact, there exist infinitely many solutions of (5) 37) . Define p(t) u( t) .e~g (t) . Evidently p 6 Ç m ( I), p(t+d) = = u(t+d).e-S (t+d) = 6.e G(t) .u(t).e-S (t+d) = £.£<t), £ is periodic or half-periodic with period d and W: u -|det (u,u ; , ...,u (n~1, ) [ (the absolute value of the Wronski determinant of u) is also an example of a normalizing mapping, co j x 1 -Mx 11 ! (see [8] , [7] ). Here U6C n~^( I) should be assumed. We say that a parametrization u^ of u. is normalized with respect to (a normalizing mapping) F, if (7) f[uJ (s) = const. / 0
for s e J.
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Noimalization with respect to T means that our curve has the constant length of its tangent vector at every point.
Normalization with respect to W expresses the fact that the volume of the parallelogram formed by u^,, du^/ds,..., d^^Ujj/ds 11 "^ is the same at every point. Or, in other words, the parameter of u^ is its centroaffine unimodular length.
It may also happen that a curve u does not admit any normalized parametrization.
Using the above notion we shall prove the following Theorem 2.
Let u e C m (I) , m = 0, a< b = <*>, u(t) ¿0 for every tfcl and let the parametrization of u be normalized (with respect to a normalizing mapping F). If every hyperplane H(c), c e7 Qt c ^ 0, intersects u at points whose parameters form an elementary sequence with the same increase d>0 for every hyperplane (not necessarily with the same step), then u(t) is periodic or half-periodic with period d, and vice versa.
If, in addition, the length of the interval I is sufficiently large (IH /L 0 for the periodic case or IH £ 0 for the half-periodic case), then u is closed.
Note. The smoothness of u is always supposed such that F could be defined.
Proof. According With respect to (6), we have
